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amazon com seamless r and c integration with rcpp use - rcpp is the glue that binds the power and versatility of r with
the speed and efficiency of c with rcpp the transfer of data between r and c is nearly seamless and high performance
statistical computing is finally accessible to most r users, rcpp seamless r and c integration - rcpp for seamless r and c
integration the rcpp package has become the most widely used language extension for r the powerful environment and
language for computing with data as of may 2017 1026 packages on cran and a further 91 on bioconductor deploy rcpp to
extend r to accelerate computations and to connect to other c projects this page provides a few pointers to other popular,
efficient r programming github pages - 7 1 top 5 tips for efficient performance before you start to optimise your code
ensure you know where the bottleneck lies use a code profiler if the data in your data frame is all of the same type consider
converting it to a matrix for a speed boost, amazon com statistical computing in c and r chapman - with the
advancement of statistical methodology inextricably linked to the use of computers new methodological ideas must be
translated into usable code and then numerically evaluated relative to competing procedures, awesome r find great r
packages - awesome r a curated list of awesome r packages and tools inspired by awesome machine learning for better
navigation see https awesome r com for top 50 cran downloaded packages or repos with 400 integrated development
environments integrated development environment, r programming language wikipedia - r is a programming language
and free software environment for statistical computing and graphics supported by the r foundation for statistical computing
the r language is widely used among statisticians and data miners for developing statistical software and data analysis polls
data mining surveys and studies of scholarly literature databases show substantial increases in popularity in, efficient r
programming github pages - 4 efficient workflow efficient programming is an important skill for generating the correct
result on time yet coding is only one part of a wider skillset needed for successful outcomes for projects involving r
programming, thinking inside the box dirk eddelbuettel - rcpparmadillo 0 9 200 4 0 a new rcpparmadillo release now at 0
9 200 4 0 based on the new armadillo release 9 200 4 from earlier this week is now on cran and should get to debian very
soon armadillo is a powerful and expressive c template library for linear algebra aiming towards a good balance between
speed and ease of use with a syntax deliberately close to a matlab, dendextend a package for visualizing r statistics
blog - this post on the dendextend package is based on my recent paper from the journal bioinformatics a link to a stable
doi the paper was published just last week and since it is released as cc by i am permitted and delighted to republish it here
in full abstract summary dendextend is an r package for creating and comparing visually appealing tree diagrams, cran
packages by name the comprehensive r archive network - a3 accurate adaptable and accessible error metrics for
predictive models abbyyr access to abbyy optical character recognition ocr api abc tools for
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